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Convocation Draws Celebrities Here To Help 'Enrich Lives*
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CONVOCATION HIGHLIGHTS — These candid shots 
show three of the highlights of the University’s three-day convo­
cation on “ Enrichment of Lives on a University Campus” held 
here last week. The event drew thousands of visitors each day 
to observe the ceremonies of Family Day on Thursday, New 
Hampshire Day on Friday, and the traditional Ben Thompson 
Day on Saturday. At left, Governor Hugh Gregg, Dr. Lillian M.
Gilbreth, Pennsylvania’s Governor John E. Fine, and Dr. Anna 
M. Light of the University’s home economics department are 
shown watching the military review on Thursday afternoon. The 
center photograph shows President Chandler congratulating 
Evelyn Sutari and Joe Copp, the Queen and the King of the 
Memorial Union Ball which climaxed the convocation on Satur­
day evening. Acacia fraternity was presented with a plaque at
the dance for scoring the most points in the Memorial Union 
Campaign. At the right, Dean William Medesy and Dean Ed­
ward Blewett are shown conferring the cape signifying an honor­
ary degree upon Undersecretary of State Walter Bedell Smth, 
after the degree was awarded him by President Chandler at the 
Granite State Convocation on Saturday. (More pictures, stories 
on page three. Staff photos by Art Rose).
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State Senate O K ’s Dorm Measure: 
$1,200,000 Bill Now Before House
The University will get its two new dormitories, according to 
present indications.
The State Senate last week passed a measure to provide for 
a $1,200,000 bond issue to build a new men’s and a new wom en’s 
dormitory. The measure is before the lower house this week, and is 
expected to be reported favorably.
The new housing units, which will 
be operated on a self-liquidating basis, 
wll be ready for occupancy in the fall 
of 1955 if the legislature approves the 
bill. Construction of the new dorms 
will make a total of six housing units 
built since the end of World War II
Maine Concert Set 
By Men’s Glee Club
The University Men’s Glee Club 
under the direction of Mr. Joseph L 
Davis of the music department will 
travel to Portland, Maine, on Friday, 
May 1, to give a joint concert with the 
glee olub of Westbrook Junior College 
of Portland.
Among selections scheduled for the 
concert are ballads, folk-songs and 
spirituals. Soloists for the evening 
will be Richard Flood, tenor, and 
Frank ' Johnson, baritone. Special 
percussion effects will be provided 
by George Clark and Gordon Emer­
son. Brass instrumental accompani 
Hollerer, Charles Wentworth, and 
Allan Towle. Piano accompanists for 
the Glee Club are Ted Levi and Don 
Willoughby.
New Election System 
For Sphinx Started
For the first time in the history of 
the organization, the new members 
of the Sophomore Sphinx are to be 
elected by the freshman class. The 
voting will take place on Monday, 
May 4, at supper time in Commons for 
the boys, and in the girl’s dorms all 
day. Twenty-five students will be se­
lected from the following candidates. 
These names have been chosen on the 
basis of Character, leadership, depend­
ability, and participation in extra­
curricular activities: George Allen,
Donald Black, David Burke, Pat Ca­
hill, Dick Calef, Tom Chase, Ronald 
Clark, John Dodge, Ken Dodge, Ken 
Emery, Tom Ewing, Jack Flynn, Don 
Gray, Donald Guthrie, Gunnar Hes- 
kestad, Dick Jones, Dick Knapp, Art 
Lyman, Ted Mulcahy, Robert Narkis, 
Dick Portnoy, Donald Reed, Jon Riis- 
naes, Dick Saltmarsh, Fred Tilton, 
Stan Travis, Charles Turner, Roger 
Wilson, Larry Whipple.
The girls nominated were: Mary
Chaffee, Betty Crowe, Janet Curran, 
Diane Degasis, Virginia Eames, Bar­
bara Entwistle, Judy Franks, Shirley' 
Gibson, Ruth Granston, Marjorie 
Hancock, Natalie Henley, Elsa Horter, 
Carole Litty, Maureen Manning, Kim 
McLaughlin, Ann Merwin, Karen 
Miokelson, Jean Millane, Roberta 
Patch, Nancy Prindle, Betty Raders, 
Margo Roussin, Janet Rusby, Betty 
Sawyer, Barbara Shaw, Mary Sprague, 
Marilyn*. Todd, Patricia Towle, Dor­
othy Vlahakos. |
OLD DORMS USED
Unless enrollment increases drastic­
ally, the two new buildings will make 
unnecssary the use of East-West and 
Schofield for student housing. Low- 
cost housing will still be maintained 
by preventing increases in the costs of 
rooms at the three quadrangle build­
ings.
The present East-West Hall# and 
Schofield Hall will not be razed, 
asserted Raymond Magrath, treasurer 
of ,the University, but may be used as 
housing for married students, and for 
graduate women students, respective­
ly-
The actual cost of the mens dorms, 
to accommodate 250 students in con­
nected buildings each with room for
125 men, will cost an estimated
$606,000', while the women’s dorm, 
which will house 125 students, will 
cost $334,000'. Final plans and the bids 
for construction will be made after the 
legislature has approved the bond
issue.
CRAFT HOUSE MOVED
In accordance with the policy of de­
veloping the ravine in back of T-Hall 
and the library, the new men’s dormi­
tory will be on the south side of the 
ravine close to Gibbs Hall.
The women’s housing unit will be 
located in the area behind Scott,
Smith, and Sawyer Halls m the place 
of the present craft house which is 
expected to be moved to a new lo­
cation.
Acacia Wins Convo 
Plaque; Gibbs Hall, 
Phi Mu Delta Place
Acacia fraternity won the convoca­
tion plaque by taking first place in 
the Queen and float contest and*by 
placing second in the fund contri-i 
butions with a total of 121 per cent. 
Second place in total point accumu­
lation went to Phi Mu Delta, who won 
the pledge contest with 123 per cent, 
and Gibbs Hall placed third.
Winners of the various contests, listed 
in order, were Pledges, Phi Mu Delta, 
Acacia, and Phi Delta Upsilon; 
Queen, Acacia, Phi Delta Upsilon, and 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Float, Acacia, 
Phi Mu Delta, and Alpha Chi Omega; 
House Decorations, Gibbs, Alpha Tau 
Omega, and Phi Mu; King, Alpha Chi 
Omega, Chi Omega, and Theta Up­
silon.
The plaque was awarded at the 
Memorial Union Ball which was held 
at Commons hall on Saturday eve­
ning.
During the evening King Joe Copp, 
Theta Chi, and Queen Evelyn Suutari, 
Alpha Chi, were crowned by President 
Robert F. Chandler Jr., and their 
aides, Pat Fay, Alpha Chi, Lois-Joan 
Marcou, Alpha Chi, Bill Croft, Acacia, 
and Don Wheeler, Theta Chi, were in­
stalled.
Recording Artist, Cindy 
Lord, Vocalist For Prom
Ted Herbert and Fred Sateriale Bands
To Provide Music For Semi-Formal Dance;
Jazz Concert, Seating, New Additions
Cindy Lord, one of Am erica ’s top recording artists, will be the 
featured solist of the two bands —  Ted Herbert and Fred Sateriale 
—  who will appear at the Junior Prom  next weekend, it was an­
nounced today by Don W heeler, junior class president and chair­
man of the dance committee.
It was also announced this week that tickets, selling at a new 
low price of $3.90 would go  on sale in the men’s housing units 
by members of the junior class and at the Bookstore and the W ild­
cat.
Kuusisto Gets Fulbright
Prof. Allan A. Kuusisto of the 
department of government has been 
awarded an advanced research fel-> 
lowship under the Fulbright Pro­
gram and will spend the academic 
year 1953-54 in Finland.
Dr. Kuusisto will work at the 
University of Helsinki doing re­
search on “ Finish Political Insti­
tutions.”
A graduate of Wittenberg Col­
lege and Harvard University, he 
joined the department of govern­
ment here at UNH in 1948. He 
presently holds the position of 
assistant professor of government.
An outdoor jazz concert, for the 
first time on campus, is also sched 
uled for next weekend, plus a new 
seating arrangement for New Hamp 
shire Hall, where the dance is to be 
held. The committee plans to set up 
tables and chairs around the sides of 
the dance hall.
SANG FOR MONROE
Miss Lord, who is managed by Bob 
Clayton, popular disc jockey of W H - 
DH, has recently been featured as an 
added attraction to such bands as 
Vaughan Monroe, Ray Anthony, and 
Billy May. One of her more popular 
recent recordings was “ Mighty Lone 
some Feelin’ ” which appeared on the 
label of MGM.
The popular MGM recording star 
will be in the featured spot through­
out the evening, backed by Fred Sa 
teriale, his piano and his 14 piece or­
chestra.
2:30 PERMISSIONS
The ball will be held in New Hamp­
shire Hall from 9 until 2 a.m. with the 
girls having 2:30 permissions, it was 
announced by Dean Ruth J. W ood­
ruff, Dean of Women.
A Junior Banquet will be held on 
the night of the Prom at the Exeter 
Inn. Tickets, at $2.25 a plate, may be 
obtained from David Venator, West; 
Don Wheeler, Theta Chi; or Priscilla 
Nison, North Congreve.
INVITED GUESTS
Chaperones for the dance will be 
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Prince and 
Mr. and Mrs. Alben Hodgdon. Guests 
include Sherman Adams, Sen. H. 
Styles Bridges, Sen. Charles W. To- 
bey, Gov. Hugh Gregg, President and 
Mrs. Robert F. Chandler, Jr., Dean 
and Mrs. William A. Medesy, Dean 
Ruth J. Woodruff, Dean and Mrs. 
Everett B. Sackett, Prof. and Mrs. G. 
Harris Daggett, and Dean and Mrs. 
Edward Y. Blewett.
Rolling 'Atoms In Action’ Show Here This Week
While radioisotopes can neither be 
seen, heard, tasted, nor smelled, still 
they will play the leading role when 
the atomic energy exhibit comes to 
Durham, May 1-3 at Kingsbury Hall.
Radioisotopes are nothing more 
than atoms which give off radiation 
and which can only be detected by 
the use of very delicate instruments 
such as the Geiger counter. Consider­
ed by some scientists to be the most 
important research tool discovery 
since the discovery of the microscope 
in the 17th century, these tiny bits of 
energy are the key to atomic energy 
which has taken such strides in public 
interest lately.
The atomic energy exhibit is spon­
sored by the Extension Service, the 
U.S. Atomic Energy Com. and the Oak 
Ridge Institute of Neuclear Studies.
As part of the extensive exhibit 
radioistopes will be demonstrated 
by having visitors to the exhibit place 
a dime in the reactor and then c^rry 
away the dime as a souvenir. The 
amount of radioactivity in the dimes 
is harmless since it soon dies out 
almost completely. More than 850 
pounds of dimes have thus been made 
into souvenirs of the traveling exhibit 
according to the director of the Mus­
eum of Atomic Energy at Oak Ridge.
The exhibit includes more than 30 
authoritive sections dealing with var­
ious phases of atomic energy and 
basic facts about atoms illustrated in 
a manner to be more understandable 
to the uneducated in neuclear physics 
or atomic theories. Included are sect­
ions on uranium production, product­
ion of plutonium, splitting uranium
atoms and the production of radio­
isotopes.
The exhibit covers some 7,500 
square feet of floor space and travels 
about the country in a moving van 
type truck.
Fifteen Nominated 
For Queen Of Prom
Fifteen junior girls were selected 
Monday night as candidates for Junior 
Prom Queen. Representatives from all 
of the men’s housing units participat­
ed in the nominations.
Those nominated:
Marilyn Needham — Theta Upsilon.
.Ann Nelson, Pat Fay, and Nancy 
Hill — Alpha Chi Omega.
Beverly Eade, Karen Schriever, 
Anna McCann, Sylvia Lehnert, Har­
riet Forkey, and Nancy Lovejoy — 
Chi Omega.
Judy Reed, Cynthia Martin, and 
Jan Hoi way —  Alpha Xi.
Ann Wilson — Phi Mu.
Joan DeCourcy — North Congreve.
The Queen and her aides will be 
selected May 6 by a*panel of judges 
that will include two representatives 
from the Hart Modeling Agency of 
Boston, and one from the Boston 
Herald.
The Queen will be announced and 
crowned _ on the night of the Prom, 
when Cindy Lord will be featured 
as vocalist.
Official Notices
All students are responsible for knowledge 
of notices appearing here.
Language Reading Examinations 
will be given on Tuesday, May 19, at 
1 p.m. n Murkland Auditorium and 
Murkland 302 and 304. Applications 
to take the examinations may be ob­
tained from the secretary in the Lang­
uage office, Murkland 118, and must be 
made before Monday, May 18 at 4:30.
Inter-House Play 
Contest Tomorrow
Tomorrow evening, Friday, May 1, 
Mask and Dagger will present the 
winning houses’ presentations of their 
plays in the annual competition at 
New Hampshire Hall at 8 p.m.
Presented will be the sororities’ 
winning entry and one women’s dorm 
entry along with the one fraternity 
and commuters entry.
Each night of this week housing 
units have competed in the four-day 
competition. Tuesday night South 
Congreve, Scott, Smith, Sawyer and 
Schofield were contestants. Wednes­
day night Alpha Gamma Rho, Phi Mu 
Delta, and Theta Chi presented their 
plays. Thursday night, tonight, Alpha 
Xi Delta, Chi Omega, Kappa Delta, 
and Phi Mu compete for honors and 
the chance to go into the finals.
A plaque for the winning housing 
units is presented and trophies for 
best actor, best actress and best sup­
porting roles are also awarded. In­
dividual medals for the last three 
awards are given the individuals while 
the trophies are retained by their 
housing units for display.
Season ticket holders may use their 
season tickets for tomorrows show, 
May 1. The price for tickets both 
nights is 30 cents. Tickets are avail­
able both at the Wildcat and the box 
office.
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The English Major--Need For Improvement
A t the beginning of this year, we ran an edi­
torial suggsting possible improvments and pres­
ent inadequacies in the Engilish department. 
The immediate response was heartening —  one 
English professor devoted an entire lecture to 
tearing apart the idea that anything could possi­
bly be w rong with the department, and an eru­
dite former staff member finished us off with a 
searing letter-to-tlie-editor. It was heartening 
because people were obviously thinking about 
the problems, and we naively believed that if 
they thought long enough they might see a bit 
of logic in our arguments.
But after a few weeks, the matter was for­
gotten. Tutorial, which is indeed an im prove­
ment over the old comprehensive exam system, 
remains the barest outline of what could be an 
excellent synthesis two-year course given with 
credit. English majors are still not allowed to 
take over 36 English credits because they would 
then be “ over-specializing” , a ridiculous asser­
tion when one realizes that courses listed under 
the English department heading are so varied 
as to include advanced com position, dramatics 
workshop, and public speaking as well as the 
literature courses.
Recently a student was told that he could 
not take the com position course “ W riting as an 
A rt” because he had taken his full quota of liter­
ature credits. Is this over-specializing when the 
types of courses are so different? In our previous
editorial we remarked that “ the English depart­
ment is a jig-saw  puzzle in which you have to 
get all the pieces together to get a com plete pic­
ture. But the rules w on ’t let you get them all.” 
W e think it can stand repeating . . .
Our sudden revived interest in this long­
standing problem came as a result of The Dart­
mouth Daily announcement that their English 
department has changed major requirements to 
include two new courses which sound perfect 
for U N H . One is designed (like our tutorial) to 
give a com prehensive view of English literature 
from A nglo-Saxon times to the present. The 
chairman of Dartm outh’s English department 
said that the deoartment felt that too few stu­
dents were grasping the full scope of English 
literature as a whole and that this course is in­
tended to rectify the situation.
The other new course at Dartmouth is the 
exact opposite. It is a seminar course, to be taken 
either semster of the senior year, which will em­
phasize intense research on a single topic. The 
classes in this course will be small enough for 
discussion with about 10 students in each sec­
tion.
W e realize that U N H  has a fine English 
department offering an excellent major, and we 
are not com plaining or ranting —  we simply see 
the need for improvement and believe that this 
improvement would result in a better and more 
advanced department.
Emphasis On Quality
From the Concord Daily M onitor, Thurs­
day, April 23:
“ This week the University of New H am p­
shire has been holding a convocation, with an 
impressive program of nationally prominent 
leaders in several vocations as principal speakers.
“ New Hampshire is a wonderful place in 
which to live and work. But it is still a small 
state . . . and it has to be on its toes to attract 
the cultural things which normally gravitate 
more naturally to the great metropolitan centers 
in this country . . .
“ Here, again, a state, tax-supported uni­
versity in a small state can never be as large as 
a similiar institution in a big state . ...
“ Despite all this, the University of New 
Hampshire is com ing to be a lot more than the 
cow  college it once was thought to be by its de­
tractors. It is grow ing up and attaining a maturi­
ty and direction and purpose, without unnatural 
expjansion, but with increasing emphasis on the 
quality of its efforts.
“ This week’s convocation is part of this im­
provement in the U niversity’s position, and for 




Edited By Tom St. Cyr 
W ar
The world grow s clever:
N ow  one need but move a lever 
And thousands die without a scene,
W ithout the ear vibrating to the screams 
O f innocence.
The world grow s w ise :
It can tell its lies
By' dropping leafleats from the air.
N o need to witness the despair 
O f the victims.
The world grow s k in d :
It can cremate minds 
W ith  the ejection of a flame.
N o need for the doer’s eyes to feel the same —  
Flesh can be roasted at a respectful space :
T oo  far to smell the stinking of a race.
Ah, what great geniuses are we 
In war, when we are one with T h e e !
-  J.T.E.
EFFICIEN CY —  Student Senate in a re­
cent meeting had for one of its tasks the appoint­
ing of a chairman for next all’s Dads’ Day com ­
mittee. The committee, which had more than two 
months to select their man, wound up on report­
ing night with nothing whatsoever to report. 
They prom ptly got on the phone and called one 
likely candidate. The conversation went some­
thing like th is :
“ W e would like you to be chairman of the 
Dads’ Day Committee.”
“ W ell, I ’d like a chance to think it over.”
, “ Sorry, but we have to know tonight.”
“ I ’d have to have longer than that.”
“ W ell, will you put ............ on, so we can
ask him ?”
“ A ll right.”
So a chairman was found.
EN R ICH M EN T —  W hile the University 
overflowed last week with enrichment of lives, 
at least one student got his full share of enrich­
ment in the usual pedantic w a y : seven hour 
exams from the Friday preceding covo to the 
Friday of convo. There’s nothing like a faculty 
that appreciates the cultural value of outside 
lecturers, we always say.
RED H O T IN TE LLIG E N C E  —  This edi­
torial squib appeared in a recent issue of the 
Manchester Union, union the title, “ Red H ot for 
the Red Dean” . W e  hope it needs no comment.
The younger people up in Canada gave the 
Red Dean of Canterbury the type of reception he 
should have long ago been accorded in this country 
on his visits. In London, Ontario, and in Toronoto, 
hundreds of university students, carrying cowbells 
and armed with rotten eggs, mingled with those 
who came to hear the British clergyman and pelted 
the Red Dean with eggs when he spoke.
The Red Dean, who prefers the Soviet tyranny 
to the freedom of England, which he abuses in order 
to sell the Red Terror, is entitled to no consider­
ation. It is insanely ridiculous to allow him to use 
our freedoms in a systematic attempt to destroy 
them. The Canadian students reacted realistically 
to the situation. MORE POWER TO THEM!
Jehad
On the marble steps 
O f the sacrificial altar 
Individuality is lost . . .
Y ou are a poet?
T oo  bad, poets go too.
Next please.
(Take these three, these fifty, 
take these.
Burn them, mutilate them,
get rid of them some w a y :
you must be rid of two thousand tod a y !)
W e have spent nights 
W ith  warm girls,
Loved the girls almost 
As much as the nights.
W e have read Chaucer, Frost,
Balzac, M ilton ;
Listened to Katchaturian,
Debussy —
W e have seen clear autumn days,
Slept in clean sheets,
Swum through the surf and let sand 
Run through our fingers,
Sand through our fingers, time, 
tw o thousand 
tw o thousand 
two thousand 
D ew  moist, the marble steps 
Are cold and singularly bright 
In a swirling mist 
O f many, very many souls 
Pouring down a colossal funnel to infinity.
(I don ’t care —  what the hell —
all of us it isn’t as if you
were the only one —  tw o thousand.)
Hark, be still, and listen to the drum.
L et’s finish it,
L et’s get it done. —  R.H .B.
O ' "  o
"O h  little boy . . .  . LEETLE BOY!'
DISTRIBUTED MY VAO
Columnist Sees Strong Appeal 
In Memorial Union Fund Drive
(Editor’s note: This article is a reprint from the New Hamp­
shire Sunday News).
Once when a distinguished American humorist was asked to 
say a few kind words to the alumni of his Alm a Mater concerning 
the virtues of contributing to a fund-raising campaign, he began 
his appeal with this thoughgt: “ Fellow , we all owe a great debt 
to our Alma Mater, and most of us still ow e it.”
That was more or less the situation
with thousands of UNH alumni who 
received the tvord on Saturday that 
the three-day “ Enrichment of Lives” 
program held here this week signaled 
the opening of a drive to raise $650 
thousand for a New Hampshire Mem­
orial Union building on the UNH 
campus. If the countless alumn felt 
that they still owed something to their 
college, they were going to get a 
chance to prove it.
Non-Academic Building
As a lot of people must not know, 
a student union is a building on a 
campus, usually given by alumni, to 
house the hundreds of campus activi­
ties that have nothing to do. with aca­
demic pursuits. These are known as 
extra-curriculia affairs that some edu­
cators believe have as much to do 
with - later success as a knowledge of 
Latin verbs.
The University of New Hampshire 
is one of the few institutions in New 
England that does not already have 
such a building for its student activi­
ties. A makeshift edifice was installed 
on the top of Bonfire Hill, which most 
graduates will remember fondly, in 
1947, but it was a temporary expedient 
at best. Now the Alumni Association 
has girded itself to go out and raise 
enough money to give the campus a 
real student union, comparable to 
those on other campuses.
Maine Union Building
The University of Maine with the 
same number of alumni has just about 
completed its Memorial Union at a 
cost of $900 thousand, all gifts from 
friends and graduates. At UNH, the 
goal is a building costing approximate­
ly $800 thousand, $150 thousand of 
which has already been raised. The 
feeling among some alumni is that if 
UNH can consistently beat Maine at 
football year after year (?) it can do 
equally as well with its money-raising 
campaigns. (Appeal to competitive 
spirit.)
The proposed building on the UNH 
campus is not planned simply as a 
place where students can drink cokes 
on hot afternoons. Gov. Hugh Gregg 
has already proclaimed it as a war 
memorial, honoring all the men and 
women throughout the state who 
served in the armed forces in World 
War I, World War II, and Korea. In 
addition, its facilities will also be used 
by the dozens of organizations in New 
Hampshire that hold their meetigs at 
Durham. During the summer months, 
close to 10,000 people come to the 
campus to attend these organizational 
affairs.
Planned Project
Taking their cue from other uni­
versities that have successfully com­
pleted similar drives, UNH has left 
nothing to chance in the current cam­
paign. The Memorial Union is planned 
as a project on which all the people 
in the" state can cooperate. In one re- 
gon after another, alumni and friends 
of the college will be personally soli­
cited by volunteer committees- This is 
the type of campaign that has made 
the loyalty of Maine men legendary in 
song and story. Persons who may wish 
to contribute substantial amounts will 
have the opportunity to indicate a par­
ticular part of the building that these 
gifts .purchase.
The fund commttee has likewise 
pointed up the moral in this state and 
country-wide drive. “ . . . An enthusi­
astic rallying to this cause will not 
only put a beautiful and useful new 
structure on the campus, but it will 
show that the alumni and the citizens 
of New Hampshire want their uni­
versity (like those in other states) 
to offer more than the minimum brand 
of education. It will prove that there 
exists a working partnership of sup­
port: the Legislature financing the ed­
ucational essentials, and a loyal con­
stituency of individuals willing to pro- 
vde those ‘plus’ factors which elevate 
a good university into a great institu- 
ton of learning.”
Short Takes On Campi
ACP — Students at Hillsdale col­
lege, Michigan, find themselves with 
no student government — and it’s 
their own fault.
Voting on. a double-ballot, students 
repealed the old government consti­
tution, then failed to pass a new one. 
As a result, “ a state of nature exists 
on this campus,” according to the 
Hillsdale Collegian.
All activities under student govern­
ment sponsorship, points out the Col­
legian, have automatically ceased to 
exst. The activities include the under­
graduate newspaper. Commented one 
student leader, “ W e’ve committed 
political suicide. ”
TIM E — Due to congressional in­
vestigations, the climate of many 
campuses has begun to change. To 
some extent the situation is still some­
thing to joke about (What, reading 
Communist literature again?” said a 
Princeton student on spotting a class­
mate with the New Republic). But the 
jokes are not much more than a ve­
neer. The academic motto for 1933 is 
“ Don’t say, don’t write, don’t go.”
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The reasons . supply
lalW0 fyU c k S  right with me
S h ir le y  Louise Wertz 
U.C.L.A.
and L U C K I E S  
T A S f S  B E T T E R !
Cleaner. Fresher, Smoother!
Ask yourself this question: W hy do I smoke?
I M p
W ith  PaE er,Jon e  I a lw a y s  ru n
n ^ l u c ^ - taSt6!
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment. 
And you get enjoyment only from the taste o f  a 
cigarette.
Luckies taste better—cleaner, fresher, smoother! 
W hy? Luckies are made better to taste better. And, 
what’s more, Luckies are made o f  fine tobacco. 
L.S./M .F.T.—Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco.
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette. . .  
for better taste—for the cleaner, fresher, smoother 
taste o f  Lucky Strike.. .
Be Happy-GO LUCKY!
COLLEGE STUDENTS PREFER LUCKIES 
IN NATION-WIDE SU RVEY!
Nation-wide survey based on actual student in­
terviews in 80 leading colleges reveals more 
smokers prefer Luckies than any other cigarette 
by a wide margin. No. 1 reason—Luckies’ better 
taste. Survey also shows Lucky Strike gained 
far more smokers in these colleges than the na­
tion’s two other principal brands combined.
m school,
1-f Luckies couW ma 9 t e r m -  
*  All f r ' ^ ^ u n d  and fully packed, 
B e “ n“ S S o f  all, th ey 're  fw m .
HaroldDartmouth
T.Co.
p r o d u c t  o f  i/'/ie , A m e r i c a ’ s  l e a d i n g  m a n u f a c t u r e r  o f  c i g a r e t t e s
FINE FURNITURE 
FOR OVER 50 YEARS
Serving Dover and Durham
E. MORRILL 
Furniture Co.
421 Central Avenue 
Telephone 70
COUNSELORS, general, for non­
profit boys7 camp on Cape Cod. 
For details write:
Boys' and Girls' Camps 
15 Green Street 
Charlestown, Mass.
Memorial Union 3-Day Convocation Draws Record Crowd
Walter Bedell Smith Stresses 
Insight on Russian Strategy
W ashington ’s first reaction to a switch in Russian tactics, the 
awarding of three honorary degrees, the launching of an $800,000 
drive for the Mem orial Union Building, and speeches by state, 
national, and international figures wer highlights of the U niversity’s 
gigantic three-day convocation here last week.
Probably the niost significant event 
was a party-extemporaneous address 
by Undersecretary of State Walter Be­
dell Smith. Smith, who is currently 
performing the functions of Secretary 
of State in John Foster Dulles’ ab­
sence, spoke on the “ Practicalities of 
Power” , leading off his remarks by 
referring to a recnt editorial in Rus 
sian newspaper “ Pravada” on Eisen­
howers peace speech of April 16.
A major policy statement, in the 
opinion of experienced newsmen who 
covered the event, parts of the speech 
were off-the-cuff, and were the first 
reactions frgm Washington, on the 
Pravda action.
“Open Hand, Clenched fist” 
Russia has not lessened her “ obses­
sion with the power factor” . General
Smith told his audience of 2500 at the 
Field House on Saturday. “ That 
‘Pravda’ published such a statement 
approaches major significance,” he 
said, but it cannot be interpreted as 
a lessening of their power polcy.
“ We have learned from bitter ex­
perience Soviet intransigence when the 
man across the negotiating table lacks 
power." When a violation will serve 
their purpose, he said, Russia will vio­
late with impunity “ before the ink is 
dry" on the treaty.
We cannot relax our guard when 
dealing with Russia. “ The policy of 
the open hand and the clenched fist” 
is what the acting Secretary of State 
would advocate — an open hand offer­
ing peace, back up with the clenched
should be careful in its use of that 
power.”
"The substantial shadow of George 
III broods somberly over the history 
books  ̂ and the public consciousness of 
the United States. Our experience will 
teach you not to behave as he did.” 
After the Saturday exercises in hon­
or of Ben Thompson, the University’s 
first benefactor, alumni citations were 
presented to 25 prominent alumni. In 
the afternoon ceremonies, honorary 
degrees were awarded to Governor 
Hugh Gregg-, Sir Roger Makins, and 
Walter Bedell Smith.
“ To Those Who Have Died” 
Governor Hugh Gregg on Saturday 
afternoon officially proclaimed the pro­
jected Memorial Union Building as the 
war memorial for New Hampshire 
men who lost their lives in past wars 
In his statement, Gregg said, “ by vir­
tue of the authority invested in me, 
(I) do proclaim that the New Hamp­
shire Memorial Union at the Uni­
versity of New Hampshire shall be 
the official state memorial to those 
who have died in the struggle to pre­
serve our democratic freedom.”
Miss Nancy Cole announced at the 
close of the exercises that the student 
drive had brought in $54,000, only one 
thousand dollars short of the desired 
goal.
“ Operation General” of the off- 
campus Union Drive is scheduled to 
begin tomorrow, May 1, according to 
an announcement by the drive" co-
chairmen, Laurence F. Whittemore, 
and Timothy G. Sughrue.
See CON VO Page 7
ROBERT P. ALIE §
ft . ;
H Doctor of Optometry
$  i
is  Hours 450 Central Avenue
% V I  Dover, N. H. Mand by #
£<? Appointment Over Liggett’ s Drug
£  8®  Closed Wednesday Tel. 2062 G
$ $
% Eyes examined, prescriptions 
;g filled and prompt service ^  
fjj on repairs of all ||
|  t y p e s ’ |  
  — -— ..— — -— ...
c m  m i
Dover Tel. 1424
Radio Cabs
President Robert F. Chandler Jr. watches as Governor Hugh Gregg signs the executive proclamation declaring 
the new $800,000 campus memorial union as the official state war memorial for those who have died in the service 
of their country in World War II and the Korean fighting. Official reading of the proclamation was made by Gov­
ernor Gregg at the Granite State Convocation, Saturday, when the University conferred honorary degrees upon 
him and the two major speakers at the University convocation weekend, General Walter Bedell Smith and British 
Ambassador Sir Roger Makins. The new triple purpose building is to be used both as a student center and a con­
ference place in Durham.
fist of power. “ It will be up to the 
Kremlin to choose the hand.”
“ The Shadow of George III”
Also speaking on the use of power, 
Sir Roger Makins, British Ambassa­
dor, addressed the assembly on Satur­
day morning. “ Britain has yielded her 
power predominance to the United
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CAT-TALES
By Tom Kirkbride
Athletic Director Explains 
W hy UNH Has No  
Intercollegiate Golf Team
Every spring the go lf question conies up at N ew  Hampshire. 
Usually a group of energetic students get together and trek up to 
the field house with the express intention of finding out just why 
the school isn’t represented by a golf team during the spring months, 
both in Yankee Conference and non-conference com petition. W e 
can’t help admiring the studnts’ good  intentions, but there are, un­
fortunately, limitations which make the fielding of a University golf 
team impractical at this time.
Lundy Explains
A thletic D irector Carl Lundholm, w ho seems to be a regularly 
appearing figure in this column these days, has explained the situ­
ation quite adequately. Lundy, w ho is in favor of a golf team all 
the way, is probably in a better position than anyone else on campus 
to see just why a golf team cannot be sponsored here. A s head of 
the Department of Physical Education and Athletics, he has a great 
deal to do with drawing up team schedules, supervising ground 
maintenance, and approving the budgets of every sport offered at 
N ew Hampshire. It is he who is most cognizant of the many ele­
ments that enter into prom oting athletic team, and who is most 
conscious of the limiting factors of practice —  coaching and travel 
—• items that many students tend to overlook.
Mr. Lundholm  points out that there are tw o salient reasons 
w hy New Hampshire does not have a golf team. There is no money 
available to hire a coach for the sport, and there are no adequate* 
prctice facilities available.
The matter of coaching is one that cannot be overlooked. T w o 
years ago, an informal team was organized to com pete in the Yankee 
Conference Golf Match, held at the University of Maine. The plan 
did not work out satisfactorily, and only served to strengthen the 
Athletic Department’s philosophy that an athletic team on the col­
legiate com petitive level at N ew Hampshire should not be allowed 
to function without proper supervision. A t the present time there 
is no department appropriation to finance a coach for golf. It is an 
unfortunate situation, but one that must be faced realistically. The 
Athletic Department does not feel it could ask someone to assume 
coaching responsibility without pay. There would be very few, if 
any, individuals w illing to devote many hours to practice sessions 
on the gratis level. Besides, it would be bad policy to adopt this 
plan, where uniform salaries and duties are an integral part of all 
other sports.
No Early Practice Grounds
A n equally good  argument against the formation of a golf 
team is the lack of facilities in this area. W ith  the questionable 
spring weather that pervades Durham (especially this year), it is 
doubtful if there would be any area in Durham, or any course w ith­
in reasonable distance ready by the time practice should normally 
begin. The importance of this weather factor is well illustrated by 
the flexibility with which schedules are arranged in all spring sports 
at N ew Hampshire. Often track, lacrosse, tennis, and baseball dates 
are changed one or two days before games are due to get underwy, 
sim ply because the weather is poor. A s an example, Hank Swasey’s 
varsity baseball team was scheduled to open its season with Bates in 
Durham on April 22. The game was played on a fine day, but the 
W ildcat baseballers had their first outdoor rehearsal just four days 
before the opener, on A pril 18.
But som eone is bound to ask how  other N ew  England schools 
manage to front golf teams. Many of them don ’t, but the ones that 
do usually have the benefit of indoor practice, and also of clear, dry 
courses to practice on —  a full tw o weeks before their seasons start.
One can easily see that there is no indoor space for practice in 
our crowded field house. In early spring the baseball, football, and 
track teams take up every inch of available space. Then too. as hard 
to believe as it may seem, the schools in southern New England have 
a full tw o week’s advantage over northern N ew  England school in 
point of practice. The courses in Connecticut, Rhode Island, and in 
and around Boston are usually playable by the first of April. Boston. 
College, Boston University, and Tufts have the benefit of courses 
in W eston  that are available early. The Universities of Connecticut, 
R hode Islnd, and Massachusetts are favored with similar condi­
tions.
Cats Would Have To Start Early
Colby College of W aterville, Me., is an exception. Its schedule 
starts in the middle of April, but its first three matches —  with 
BC, BU, and M IT  —  are played on Boston courses.
N o r t h e a s t e r n  U n i v e r s i t y
SCHOOL o f  LAW
Day and Evening Programs 
Eeading to the Degree of Bachelor of Laws
Graduate Curriculum
CO-EDUCATIONAL
For catalog write, Dean Lowell S. Nicholson 
47 MT. VERNON STREET BOSTON 8, MASSACHUSETTS
Great Bay Motor Co.
Your Local Chevrolet Dealer
SALES A N D  SERVICE
Newmarket, N. H.
Eighteen Get Rifle 
Awards; Tom Pulsifer 
Captain Elect
The University’ s Athletic Council 
has approved nine varsity rifle awards 
and nine freshmen awards.
Those receiving varsity rifle team 
letters were Thomas Pulsifier of Or­
lando, Fla., John H. Sowerby of Dov­
er, Robert Dowst of Rochester, Ed­
win Antz of Danbury, Donald Mills 
of Rochester, Stuart Bushong of 
Brooklyn, N. Y., Francis Googins of 
Saco, Me., John E. Trafford of Dover, 
and a managerial award went to 
William Zeedyke of Wharton, N. J.
Freshmen awards went to David 
Burke of Norwood, Mass., Thomas 
Lamb of Portsmouth, Robert Newton 
of Concord, Auguste Planchon of 
West Thornton, Wilbur LaPage of 
Jaffrey, Wilson Holroyd of Berlin, 
Richard Leclerc of Henniker, Douglas 
Dartnell of Manchester, and Fred 
Hanson of Toledo, Ohio.
Capt. Walter E. Dreilbelbis of the 
ROTC department, was the rifle team 
supervisor this year.
In order to have a reasonable sched­
ule of eight matches, New Hampshire 
golf would have to start about this 
time, too. It would mean playing at 
least half the matches away from 
home — possibly more. But the in­
adequacy of practice facilities and the 
fact that no coach is available are the 
biggest arguments against the team 
at the moment.
It is unfortunate that the situation 
cannot be remedied at the present 
time. We feel that the Athletic Depart­
ment has taken the proper stand on 
this matter, but we also hope that 
golf can he offered as an intercol­
legiate sport at New Hampshire in the 
near future.
Don’t forget the Memorial Union 
drive.
•  -  INTRAM URAL SPORTS
By Louis Georgopoulos
The 1953 Intramural Softball league got off to a great start 
yesterday, April 27, with three games being played. Phi A lpha de­
feated Sigma Beta, Hunter D orm itory beat Fairchild, and Gibbs 
won by forfeit over Alexander Hall. M ore about these games and 
other games played this week, in next week’s column.
' Senior Skull, Dan H ogan and Ralph Stevens, announced the 
date for the 1953 Intramural Track M eet as M ay 4 and 5. The meet 
will start at 3 :30 on both days. On M onday M ay 4th it is planned 
to have the finals in the discus and shot putt, as well as the trials 
in the 100 yard dash, 220 yard dash, and the hurdles. Tuesday will 
see the finals in the high jump board jump, and the survivors o f 
M ondays eliminations. A lso on Tuesday, will be the 440 and 880 
yard relay races com pleting the list of events.
It is expected that a large number of students representing 
every dorm itory and fraternity will participate in this tw o day meet. 
The house getting the m ost points in the met, will receive the track 
meet trophy, as well as points towards the A ll-P oint Trophy. A lso , 
points will be awarded to the next three teams with the most points. 
Three points will be given to the second place team ; tw o for third, 
and one point to the team that places fourth in the meet. F or any 
further questions, call Dan H ogan at Theta Kappa Phi.
A ll housing units are reminded that softball scores are to  be 
sent in to the Skulls by Friday of the week the games were played. 
Failure to do so will result in taking the victory away from the win­
ners, and no loss will be registered for the losers. The game cannot 
be played over. This new rule was made so that the All-point Trophy 
standings could be kept up to date. In past years the Skulls have 
had much difficulty in com piling tardy scores from lax Sports Chair­
men.
W ell, with softball under way, and the track m eet’ right around 
the corner, you men will certainly have plenty to keep you busy. 
Y ou also have tennis and golf to keep you in shape, if your not a 
softball man or a track star. So, get out your track clippings from 
high school, look them over, see how great you were, and then 
start practicing for that track meet.
It took 100 years of engineering
Sm that tiny speck of oxide on a hair-like 
wire? It’s called a thermistor, and 
it’s the first practical thermally sensi­
tive resistor. It’s so sensitive it will 
measure temperature variations 
within one-m illion th  of a degree. As 
a circuit element and control device, 
this small, stable and rugged unit 
has a place in a variety of electrical 
circuits.
Although the thermistor is the smallest 
and, in appearance, one of the simp­
lest devices made by Western Elec­
tric—manufacturing unit of the Bell 
Telephone System—it was more 
than 100 years in the making.
Back in the 19th Century—some time 
before Western Electric was founded 
in 1869—Michael Faraday studied a 
curious thermally sensitive resistor 
material similar to that used in 20th 
Century thermistors. As Faraday 
and others after him discovered, the 
trouble with making effective use of 
this material was that different units 
made by what seemed to be the 
same process, showed large variations 
in their behavior. The problem of 
how to control the amount of im­
purities present in the material was 
finally solved a few years ago by our 
research team mates at Bell Tele­
phone Laboratories.
At Western Electric’s Allentown (Pa.) 
Plant hundreds of minute thermistor 
components are electrically tested and 
sorted every day. The basic component, 
an oxide, has a large negative temper­
ature coefficient of resistivity.
Once beyond the laboratory stage, 
Western Electric’s engineers tackled 
the job of mass-producing the hard- 
to-handle oxides. After many trials 
they got a pilot line in operation— 
then a full scale production line 
through which compressed powders 
of thermistor material could be sin­
tered into a strong, compact and 
homogenous mass. Today reliable 
thermistors are being made in many 
shapes and sizes—small beads, rods, 
discs, washers — to meet varying 
circuit and design problems. To 
make this possible, Western Electric 
engineers had to find new ways to 
apply a slurry of oxides on wire; new 
ways to extrude and mold oxide 
mixtures.
At every turn, the thermistor has pre­
sented fresh challenges to our engi­
neers. Engineering is like that at 
Western Electric—where technical 
men of varied skills pool their knowl­
edge in a constant search for new 
and better ways to do things.
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The thermistor takes many forms de­
pending on the resistance and power- 
handling capacity needed in a partial 
lar circuit.
WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Send the coupon below for a copy o f  
the 16-page technical monograph en­
titled, “Thermistors as Components 
Open Product Design Horizons.”
\festerti Electric
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
COLLEGE RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 
195 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
I ’d like more information about
□  Thermistors and their application
□  Engineering opportunities at Western Electric
A  UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882
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Varsity Tracksters Surprise BU, 
G o  To Maine Sat., Frosh Tripped
The outstanding varsity track team solidly beat Boston U ni­
versity at Lew is field house Saturday, 92-43, while the BU frosh 
edged our freshmen, 66p  to 58p .  Danny H ogan paced the W ild ­
cats with a new meet pole vault record, clearing the bar at twelve 
feet, nine inches. I
Gordon Penney, D ick Fitts, and Bob Bolton led New Ham p­
shire with two victories apiece in the meet which coach Paul Sweet 
considered the toughest of thehad 
spring schedule. Penney ran away 
with the 220 and 240 yard runs while 
Bolton picked up a double win in the 
120 high hurdles and 220 low hurdles, 
to remain undefeated in these events 
in the two meets so far. Dick Fitts 
hurled the discus 137 feet two inches 
for a first, and came right back to 
take the hammer throw with a toss 
of 162 feet seven inches.
New Hampshire swept four events 
— the hammer, discus, 120 highs, and 
220 — while running wild in the run­
ning events, 53-18 and taking the hid 
events, 39-24 in the uneven contest.
Danny Hogan, who began his track 
career as a freshman, broke the meet 
record in the pole vault by nine inches 
in his vault Saturday. Another record 
was shattered when John Kelley, of 
BU, broke the two mile run record 
for the meet when he covered the dis­
tance in nine minutes 48.9 seconds to 
garner one of the Terriers six Arts 
places. The Wildcats won nine, while 
taking twelve seconds and eleven third 
places.
Frosh Drop Short Runs
The freshmen couldn’t overcome 
the losses suffered in the shorter run­
ning events as they lost their first 
meet of the season. They copped only 
three first places in the meet but lost 
only three seconds to stay in the run­
ning. The Wildkittens swept the mile 
and pole vault, but were only able to 
take thirds in the 100 yard dash, 220 
yard run, and half mile.
Jere Beckman and Dave Hilton were 
high point men for the freshmen, with 
seventeen, and ten points respectively. 
Beckmen won the 120 highs and was 
second in the 220 low hurdles, shot, 
high jump, and broad jump, while 
Hilton won the Pole vault, % soaring
twelve feet three inches and was sec­
ond- in the 120 yard high hurdles and 
third in the 220 lows, discus, and high 
jump.’ Pete Hood took the other first 
place for the frosh when he won the 
mile. Don Vedeler and Hazen Gale 
were second and third in the distance 
to sweep for New Hampshire.
The freshmen won the field events. 
31U to 30J-2, while being outscored by 
the fast flying terriers, 27 to 36.
The Varsity which defeated North­
eastern, 100J4 to 34N, before conquer­
ing BU, will face the University of 
Maine at Orono, Maine, Saturday, 
while the freshmen engage Exeter 
Academy here.
The varsity score of the BU meet. 
100 yard dash: Bruce BU, Campbell 
NH, Cameron NH— 10.6 seconds. 220 
yard run: Penney NH, Burpee NH, 
Cameron NH—23.5 seconds. 440 yard 
run: Penney NH, Campbell NH,
Cameron BU— 52.1 seconds. 880 yard 
run: Crandall NH, McCormack NH, 
Collins BU—2:02.1 min. One mile 
run: Carlsen NH, Smith BU, Collins 
BU—4:28.9 min. Two mile run: Kel­
ley BU, Webber NH, Lyons NH— 
9:48.9 min. 120 yard high hurdles: 
Bolton NH, Potter NH, Parker NH 
— 15.7 sec. 220 yard low hurdles: Bol­
ton NH, Bruce BU, Potter NH—25.4 
sec. Shot Put: Bates BU, Guittarr NH, 
Roy NH—45 feet, 10 inches. Discus: 
Fitts NH, Roy NH, Lindberg NH— 
137 feet, 2 inches. Pole Vault: Hogan 
NH, Bishop BU, Hescock BU— 12 
feet 9 inches. High Jump: Hescock 
BU, Parker NH, Brown NH—6 feet. 
Javelin: Allen BU, Roy NH, Lind­
berg NH— 170 feet 3J4 inches. Broad 
Jump: Bruce BU, Reuter NH, Burpee 
NH—21 feet 4 inches. Hammer 
Throw: Fitts NH, Lindberg NH, Roy 
NH— 162 feet 7 inches.
Whether you are a seasoned 
player, or one who aspires to 
a better game, put your 
faith in the Spalding KRO-BAT 
or the Spalding-made Wright 
& Ditson Davis Cup.
These are the traditional 
favored rackets wherever fast 
tennis is played. Made in 
over-all weights, grip sizes 
and flexibilities, to fit every 
player with custom-like 
accuracy.
They are perfect companions 
to the Twins of Championship 
tennis balls... the Spalding 
and Wright & Ditson.
Season Starts With 
Bagonzi No-Hitter; 
Kittens Begin Well
Fireballing right hander John Ba­
gonzi got the current edition of the 
Wildcat baseballers off to an auspic­
ious start at Brackett Field on the 
twenty second with the second no­
hitter of his college career at the ex­
pense of a hapless Bates nine which 
was also unable to score a run. In 
chalking up the 11-0 blank, John was 
not only untouchable but very efficient 
as he never faced more than four bat­
ters per inning and not once had more 
than a lone runner on in a single inn­
ing. John gave up five free tickets in 
his performance which is even more 
noteworthy because this was the first 
time that he had been on the hill out­
doors this season. The other no-hit 
job which Baginzi turned in was a 
seven inning shutout against UConn’s 
last year. This marks the third no-hit 
game for Coach Hank Swasey in 32 
years of coaching, the other being 
turned in during the thirties by Billy 
Weir.
Break Shortstop Tradition
Shortstops did the heavy sticking in 
this game. Starter Emilio Casellas 
belted a three run triple in the fifth on 
a three-two pitch. Mike Ceriello, his 
understudy, likewise was credited with 
three R BI’s. Captan Huck Keany got 
the only double in the game’s 11 hits. 
Keany, Ceriello, George Cullen, A1 
Pare and Steve Mazur all chipped in 
with two bingles.
In a game at Amherst last Satur­
day the Mass Redmen cut down the 
locals to the tune of 10-4, which was 
largely the result of eight errors by 
the Granite State club. Southpaw 
George Ford started and was relieved 
by Baginzi in the sixth and Dave Col- 
pitts in the seventh. High point for 
the loosers was a homer by second 
sacker A1 Pare.
The Frosh under Andy Mooradian 
are currently sporting a 1-0 record 
with the game against Harvard Frosh 
having been rained out on this past 
Monday. Their victory came at Phi­
lips Andover on the same afternoon 
that Mr. Bagonzi was baffling the 
Bobcats at Durham. Ray Rowells was 
the starting but not the winning 
pitcher in the 3-0 contest.
Joe Kuzura releived in the sixth 
with one gone and runners on second 
and third with Rowells fast loosing 
control. Not only did Fireman Joe 
extinguish the rally but scored the 
third run by beating out a bunt and 
reaching third via two errors in the 
eight whereupon Catcher Fred Dauton 
knocked him in with a single to left. 
Nick Rafopoulous sparked the Kittens 
with two hits, one of which credited 
him with two RBI’s when he popped 
a blooper single into right in the 
seventh. On the whole there was good 
pitching as shown by the hitting totals. 
New Hampshire got five hits and 
Andover three.
"Recreation For Living” 
Discussed By Panelists
Andrea Mead Lawrence who took the Norwegian Olympics giant slalom 
course in February 1952, which was the first gold medal of the Olympics 
and the second ever won by a United States skiier. Mrs. Lawrence was the 
United States women’s team captain at 19.
Varied backgrounds were represented last Friday on the panel 
which discussed “ Recreation for L iving”  at the convocation but it 
was the unanimous opinion that recreation plays a vital role in the 
development of character and leadership on the college campus. 
Panelists included Lou Little, of Co
lumbia, Dean of the American College 
Football Coaches, Andrea Mead Law­
rence, Women’s Olympic Ski Cham­
pion, the Rev. Gil Dodds, King of the 
American Milers, and the noted hum­
orist N. V. “ S.wede” Nelson, donor of 
the Nelson Sportsmanship Award for 
college football.
It was Nelson, the droll story teller 
and famous after dinner speaker, who 
said, on a serious note, “ The good in 
sports far offsets the evil and the ath­
letic teams are the show windows by 
which the public judges you. All the 
boys I have ever seen handled them­
selves marvelously. The enthusiasm 
they have for their sport or their col­
lege, or whatever their loyalty, is ter­
rific. There is nothing like it.
“ Our boys,” he continued, “ have a 
vision to sje things, and a judgment 
to see through things, and a faith in 
God to see them through. Because of 
the millions of kids in athletics, you 
have a finer state and a safer country.”
Little, whose Rose Bowl Victory 
over Stanford in 1934 ranks as perhaps
Next gapie for the Frosh will be at 
Harvard on Saturday. On next Mon­
day at 3 p.m. the Frosh will tackle 
Dartmouth here.
The Varsity will face Rhody there 
on Saturday and Colby here at 3 p.m. 
on Monday, May 4.
the greatest upset in the history of col­
lege football, paid tribute to intercol­
legiate athletics for their role in build­
ing character and making men.
"Coaches,” he said, “ leave as their 
legacy to future generations, the price­
less contribution of a positive and last­
ing influence for good on the mnds of 
young men.”
Mrs. Lawrence drew heavily upon 
her experience in the Olympic games, 
and their influence upon international 
equal and compete under the same 
relations, in competition where all are 
rules.
Dodds, now an ordained minister 
who keeps his hand in by coaching 
track at Wheaton College, was thank­
ful that “ the Lord could use me on 
the cinder path, as well as in the pul­
pit.” He blended his love of competi­
tive sports with a religious earnest­
ness throughout his talk, stressing the 
moral values of recreation.
Several hundred attended this phase 
of the Universitys three-day convoca­
tion on “ The Enrichment of Lives on 
a University Campus”.
Carl Lundholm, Director of Athlet­
ics, served as chairman of the panel 
on recreation.
Fickle Woman Department: Adri­
enne Cuyot of Bruges, Belgium, was 
engaged 652 times and married 53 
times.
Campus capers call for Coke
Win the race, bag the 
trophy, and dunk 
the coxswain . . .  then 
ease up and enjoy 
the pause that refreshes 
with delicious, 
ice-cold Coca-Cola.
BOTTLED UND ER  A UTHOR I TY  OF THE C O C A - C O L A  C O M P A N Y  BY
SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE, BOTTLING CO M PANY
'Coke*' is a registered trade-mark. ©  1953, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY




Wednesday, May 6, 8  p. m. 
New Hampshire Hall 
ADMISSION 6 0  cents
Tickets on sale at the 
Wildcat, College Shop, 
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L. A. 51 Senior Synthesis Course 
Continued Next Academic Year
L.A. 51, the Senior Synthesis Course, which was new last fall, 
will be continued next year with changes which will include a two 
hour class Monday night, and larger classes, it was announced by 
Dean Edward Y. Blewet't. The course is designed to help Senior 
Students in the College of Liberal Arts to tie together the experi­
ence of their previous college years.
This is a three credit course, started on the recommendation 
of Dean Edward Y. Blewett, and after long study by the policies 
committee, to fill a need in the lives of Liberal Arts students for 
a program which would provide integration of the many courses 
taken in their years of college study.
Students interested in taking the
Campus Host To 24 
Institutes; Meetings
During the last few weeks and in 
the future weeks some 24 institutes 
and conferences either have met or 
plan to meet on the Durham campus.
The New Hampshire Science Fair, 
April 17-18 and the Institute in Real 
Estate Practices began the full sched­
ule of Extension Service sponsored 
events. Also 011 campus last week were 
delegates from over New England 
and New York State for the Ameri­
can Society of Mechanical Engineers 
conference April/24-25.
In May the Atomic Energy Exhibit 
will be in Kingsbury Hall, May 1-3 
and the meeting of the New- England 
College English Association will take 
place May 9. Future Homemakers of 
America will convene here on May 25.
In June the New England Institute 
of Cooperation, the Conference 011 
Problems of Life in Later Years, the 
Conference on Growth, the Methodist’s 
Laymen Assembly, Boy’s State, 4-H 
Laymen Assembly, Boy’s State, 4-H 
Institute, PTA Institute, and Girl’s 
State will meet on campus.
August is another busy month. Dur­
ing August there will be on campus 
the Northeastern Division of Ameri­
can Phyto-Pathological Association 
Conference, the Inter-city All-Star 
football camp, the Summer Youth 
Music School, the Writer’s Confer­
ence, Great Books Institute, Northern 
New England School of Religious Ed­
ucation, Industrial Management Con­
ference, and the N. H. Summer Folk­
ways School.
Five UNH Students 
To Attend Oslo Univ.
Five undergraduate students from 
the University of New Hampshire will 
-attend the 1953 summer session at the 
Universty of Oslo, in Norway from 
June 27 to Aug. 8. They are: Rchard 
Cameron, Laconia; Joan Clark, Dover; 
Jane Gray, Portsmouth; Shirley Rich­
ardson, Waltham, Mass.; and Jean van 
Loon, Essex Fells, N. J.
Among the courses offered are Hu­
man Geography, Geography of Ex­
ploration, Music, Art, Norwegan Lit­
erature, and Norwegian Language. 
These courses are given in English by 
Norwegian professors who have had 
extensive experience in America.
Three of the UNH students have 
won scholarships which will help fin­
ance the trip: Shirley Richardson, a 
sophomore in Government; Jane Gray, 
a junior in Music; and Richard Cam­
eron, a junior in Geology. The money 
comes from both American and Nor­
wegian donors.
The purpose of the Oslo Summer 
School, established in 1947, is to pro­
mote international good-will by putting 
students from Canada and the United ; 
States in contact with phases of Nor- | 
wegian culture. Last year about 200; 
students attended. Four of these came J  
from UNH — more than from all 
other New England states combined.
Going, Going, Gone\Anglo-American Relations Upped
By Rules For Ocean Travellers
Engagements: Mai Calkins, Theta 
U, to Dick Keenan, A TO ; Thyra 
Walkey, Alpha Xi, to Robert Whit- 
ford, Saugus, Mass.; Mickey McKin- 
zie, Alpha Xi, to Thomas Sullivan, 
Maine Maritime Academy.
Marriage: Judith Abbott, South
Congreve, to Richard VanLunen, U. 
S. Army, UNH ’52.
course will register at the regular reg­
istration period for the ensuing semes­
ter. The entire group of 90 students in 
the course will meet for two hours 
Monday nights from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., 
but will divide into three smaller sec­
tions for the remaining two 1-hour 
class perods. Section leaders will be 
Long, Neilson, and Holden.
Student enthusiasm for the course 
has been high, and student evaluation 
of the course indicates that it provides 
an opportunity for students to develop 
and express their ideas, opinons, and 
values.
A printed folder with information 
011 the course, its objectives, will be 
sent to all juniors this spring, which 
will be received in time for them to 
acquaint themselves with it before en­
rolling for the coming semester. The 
number permitted to take the course 
is limited in order to make the size of 
the class conducive to easy, informal 
discussion.
Significant Course
Edward Y. Blewett, who proposed 
the idea of a senior synthesis course 
in his annual report to the College of 
Liberal Arts, stated that the course is 
“ one of the most significant develop­
ments of the year in a curricula 
sense.” He further stated that student 
enthusiasm and interest in the course 
has been such that it justified the ex­
pansion and continuation of L.A. 51. 
Students in the course unanimously 
agreed that the course should be re­
tained, and many suggested the need 
for such and integration course early 
a well as late in the college program. 
Of the 44 student who evaluated the 
course, 26 considered it either the best 
or very good but not the best course 
that they had ever taken.





Will Also Take 
Orders For New 
Watch Bracelets, 
Watches, Jewelry
Bloodmobile Returns In M ay  
New Quota Set At 270 Pints
Two hundred and seventy pints of 
blood are needed, when the Blood- 
mobile returns to campus on May 7 
and 8, to make the 1000 pint quota for 
the year. Notch Hall will be used as 
5 p.m. on the designated days, 
the donation center from 11 a.m. to
Ed Lynn and Dave Venator, who 
have worked on previous bloodmobde 
drives, have enlisted the Scouting 
Fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega, to help 
during' the campaign. Jack Driscoll, 
president of IFC, has announced that 
a plaque will be awarded to the fra­
ternity with the highest number of 
donors for the year.
Anyone with questions concerning 
the drive should contact Pat Dunn, 
Smith Hall, Red Cross Student Co­
ordinator, who is managing the pro­
gram and is handling the schedules 
of residences on campus. In addition 
to signing up in housing units, stu­
dents may sign up at T-Hall and 
Kingsbury Hall on April 29, 30, and 
May 1.
Pat Dunn, student Gray Lady, will 
act as head receptionists during the 
donation period; Joan Clough and 
Betty Drake will be hostesses, Jean 
Toussigant and Joan Clark will work 
in the canteen, and Lillian Turcotte, 
Barbara Holteen, and Charlotte Stro- 
bridge will work in the donor room.
Junior Banquet Before Prom
A Junior class banquet will he held 
at the Exeter Inn from 6:30 to 8:30 
p.m. before the Junior Prom on May 
8. All members of the Junior class 
and their dates nray attend.
For reservations for the $2.25 dint 
ner, contact Dave Venator, West; 
Priscilla Nissen, North; or Don 
Wheeler, Theta Chi, immediately.
SEE Phil Bernier, Printing, Hewitt Hall 
Agent for W. A. Gazda, Jeweler









N EW  -  USED
FOR A  COMPLETE LINE OF 
RECORDS A N D  PLAYERS 
,N
Thirty-three and one third 
45 78






Thurs.-Sat. April 30-May 2
I LOVE MELVIN
In Technicolor
Donald O 'Conner 
Debbie Reynolds






Week Beginning Friday, May 1 
Fri.-Sat. May 1-2
A G A IN S T  A ! L FLAGS
In Technicolor
Errol Flynn Maureen O 'Hara
Sun.-Mon. May 3-4
THE BAD A N D  THE 
BEAUTIFUL
Lana Turner Kirk Douglas
2nd Show at 8:45 
Tues.-Wed. May 5-6
MEMBER OF THE 
W ED D IN G
Julie Harris Ethel Waters
Thurs. M ay 7
RIDE THE M A N  D O W N
Brian Donlevy Forrest Tucker
2 Complete Shows Starting at 6:30
★ D O V E R  ★ ==s
Thurs. 30April
CAPTAIN KIDD
Randolph Scott Charles Laughton
GREAT WHITE HUNTER
Gregory Peck 
Fri.-Sat. M ay 1-2
SHE'S BACK O N  
BROADW AY
Virginia M ayo Gene Nelson
Sun.-Tues. May 3-5
BY THE LIGHT OF THE 
SILVERY M O O N




PERILS OF THE JUNGLE






W ayne Morris 
In
THE M ARKSM AN
Fri.-Sat. May 1-2
The Bowery Boys 







SMALL TO W N  GIRL
W ith
Jane Powell Farley Granger
Editor’s Note: This is the second article on Britain written by an English 
student at UNH.
By Shirley Morgan
The English understand the Americans perfectly: Americans 
chew gum, talk with a drawl, wear extraordinary shirts, and have 
lots of money —  which tl|ey dole out to Europe at the slightest 
provocation. N ow  Americans are deluded into an idea that they 
also understand the British. They picture us sipping tea, talking 
with O xford accents (while dropping our aitches,) and living in im­
poverished gentility in lordly manor houses set in deep country
estates. These concepts are working against good feeling on either
side of the Atlantic. The only way to end their life is to stop making 
movies.
In order to end all such misconcep­
tions you may have about us, may I 
say here and row: 1. W e drink tea be­
cause we know how to make it and 
we can’t make coffee. I would advise 
against attempting to drink coffee 
when in England. To save any em- 
barassment, drink tea. One other warn­
ing — don’t admit to making the stuff 
yourselves with those ghastly little tea 
bags. You will offend good taste.
2. Only cockneys drop their aitches.
(Cockneys hail from Eas London and 
are usually found — outside their 
natural habitat — selling flowers in 
plays.) If you ever hear any other 
kind of actors dropping aitches, par­
ticularly gentlemen, you will know at 
once that they have a shady back­
ground.
3. Many people do live on country 
estates — improverished or otherwise.
If they are “ otherwise”, you will know 
at once that they are “ pulling a fast 
one” on the government. They prob­
ably have a cache down cellar and the 
Fhiglish equivalent of MaCarthy will 
soon.be on their heels for back taxes 
and anti-Communism, or something.
If you do meet a wealthy Englishman, 
he is either a blackmarketeer or a coal 
miner.
Rules for Travellers
Now that you have a clear picture
of English society and all misunder­
standings are thoroughly cleared up, 
let me outline my program for im­
proving Anglo-American relations.
First, we must have a common lang­
uage. This is of the utmost importance 
to mutual understanding. I don’t know 
how the English language could have 
become so thoroughly mutilated — 
pardon me — changed. I am going to 
aid the cause by issuing a booklet' 
entitled: "H ow  to Speak American in 
One Flasy Lesson”, a must for the 
traveller. Send no money, etc., etc. I 
will also issue a dictionary of English- 
American to help the traveller express 
himself — if he must-.
Secondly, we must have a set of 
rules for the Englishman in America. 
These are to be read and assimilated 
before docking in the United States.
For Englishmen
a. Do not drink tea in America un­
less you make it yourself. There is no 
need for you to offend your taste, and 
you might just as well drink coffee. 
Americans make excellent coffee.
b. Do not attempt to wear fluores­
cent silk shirts (usually orange, ane­
mic pink, or sickly green, with a sat­
iny gleam.) It is not expected of you 
to wear one and it would be out of 
See NEW RULES Page 7
Help Wanted Male
M A N  with car to sell subscriptions to popular farm 
paper on liberal commission basis, full or part time. 
State age, time available. Send 3 references. 
Circulation Manager, The Rural New Yorker, 
333 W. 30 Street, New York City 1, New York
“A World-Beater For Comfort”  
Students Say Of Arrow Bi-Way
Recent surveys on America’s campuses show that Arrow 
Bi-Way is gaining in popularity every day. The reason: 
the low-setting, no-neckband collar that gives extra free­
dom at the throat for extra comfort. Available at all 
Arrow dealers.
ARROW SHIRTS
SHIRTS • TIES • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS '  SPORTS SHIRTS
B R A D  M clN TIR E
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Formal Saturday Initiations End 
Fraternity Help Week Programs
DISCUSS GREEK W EEK — Shown thrashing over the problems of 
the Help Week program at their Monday night meeting are the officers of 
Inter-Fraternity Council. On Tuesday afternoon, IFC sponsored a Greek con­
vocation, with its purpose “ to foster good fraternity relations on campus,” 
according to its chairman. From left to right are Tom Mullaney, Theta Kap; 
Jack Driscoll, president, SAE; Bob Keefe, Theta Chi; and Art Meyers, Phi 
Alpha. Help Week is scheduled for this week, and will center around programs 
determined at the Monday and Tuesday meetings of fraternity men.
Officer Candidates 
Submitted To WIDC
Elections have been held by W IDC 
for officers for the four upperclass wo­
men dormitories for next year. In 
Congreve North Hall, Jane Morse, 
president; Ellen Feldblum, vice presi­
dent; Carolyn Curtis, secretary; Janet 
Curran, treasurer; and Pat Lis, social 
chairman.
At Scott Hall, Ruth Blakney, presi­
dent; Polly Harris, vice-president; 
Amy Bentas, secretary; Carolyn Del- 
brouck, treasurer; and Jean Everett, 
social chairman.
For Congreve South Hall, Johanna 
Halberts, president; vice presidents, 
Beverly Brown and Lois Dalton; 
secretary -—- a tie between Sandra Da­
vis and Beverly Jones; Shirley Gib­
son, treasurer; and Joan MacIntyre 
and Mary Sprague, social chairmen.
Smith elected Nancy Paulsen, presi­
dent; Joyce Ellis, vice president; Fay 
Foster, secretary; Theresa Grener, 
treasurer; and Lois Simonds, social 
chairman.
Elections were supervised this year 
in a different manner from previous 
years. House-meetings were called re­
cently for the four upperclass women’s 
dorms to be attended by all who would 
be living in those dorms next year. 
Ballot elections followed nominations 
immediately.
W ID C has instigated a change in 
their constitution which will affect 
membership in the organization^ In­
stead of president and vice president 
. of each dorm, membership will consti- 
1 tute of president and social chairman 
| of each dorm beginning next fall.
I Don’t forget the Memorial Union 
I drive.




and so are the
Sant tier of California
for the 19 S 3  'Water ^Covers!
Wools —  Orion and Acetate —  Cotton Prints 
Lastex Suits
'Mint Julep” in Chambray Lastex - zipper front.
Frosted Red or Green $14.95
"Sharkskin Tomboy" in lastex sharkskin 
Red, Navy, Aqua, or White $12.95
'Miss California" in Taffeta Faille with princess lines
Blue, Black, or Coral $12.95
"Fancy Free" in Nylon and Pina Cotton, elastic shirred in 
diamond design. Aqua or Navy $14.95
"Sweetheart Plaid," Preshrunk Wrinkle Shed cotton sharp, 
gay colors $  8.95
"Pineapple Print" in everglaze permanent finish cotton.
Pink and Black  ̂ $10.95 \ -fm n tn e r
STORE YOUR FURS WITH KIMBALL'S Open Friday Evenings
Anglo-American Relations from page
character. Stick to tweeds which are 
much admired here.
c. Do not be surprised by anything 
you hear or see. Besides being a land 
of plenty, America is a melting pot. 
Everything hasn’t melted and blended 
yet.
d. Do be prepared to eat anything. 
Example: peanut butter with jelly or 
bacon, ham with pineapple, apple pie 
with cheesy. These things are good 
once you can get your mind and stom­
ach accustomed to them. You will be 
rated a good sport if you try every­
thing and you can always retire quiet­
ly knowing that you are much favored.
e. Do not be afraid that you may 
appear strange or talk oddly. Ameri­
cans are thoroughly amused by us and 
enjoy bing entertained.
f. Do not discuss the Marshall Plan 
or who was responsible for winning 
the war. Americans are still afraid we 
don’t appreciate them.
g. Do talk to strangers, if you can 
bring yourself too. This leads to the 
epitaph — (much coveted) — of being 
a “ good guy.”
h. Do assure Americans whenever 
possible that we do not feel hurt 
that they chose to break away from 
England three hundred years ago, that 
we do not refer to them as “ the colon­
ies", and that they were quite right 
in going to war about it.
Now a few rules for Americans in 
England.
National Prize Given 
ToAlumnus Magazine
The American Heritage Foundation 
lias announced a special award for the 
“ New Hampshire Alumnus” magazine 
in the 1952 National Non-Partisan 
Register and Vote Competition.
This marked the second award for 
the same edition of the Alumnus, as 
a citation was received last month 
from the Advertising Council for the 
same effort to get out the vote at the 
last election.
Editor Frank Heald of the Alumnus 
was notified recently that “ After ex- 
aming the reports and documentary 
evidence submitted by more than 
15,000 entries, the Foundation’s 
Awards Committee, under the chair­
manship of Charles E. Wilson, un­
animously decided to grant a special 
award to “ The New Hampshire Alum­
nus” for outstanding leadership and 
performance in support of the Na­
tional Non-Partisan Register and Vote 
Campaign.
“ In recognition of your outstanding 
achievement”, the notice continued, “ in 
behalf of better citizenship, the Foun­
dation will forward the award within 
a few weeks. A masterpiece of Ameri­
cana by the celebrated illuminator, 
Arthur Szyk, the award has been es­
pecially designed and produced for you 
by the Lithographers National Asso­
ciation. ”
Special Rates to Students
RETREAD YOUR TIRES 
N O W
ALSO
NEW  TIRES IN STOCK
Simpson's Tire and Battery 
Shop
295 CENTRAL AVE. DOVER, N. H.
a. Don t laugh at our cars- We like 
’em small and we can’t afford to run 
a big one with gas (petrol) at sixty 
cents a gallon.
b. Do be careful to drive on the 
left hand side of the road. It is right 
foi us.
c. Don't stick your chewing gum on 
people’s furniture. They might not like
it
d. Don’t complain about English 
weather. Yours isn’t so hot either.
e. Do be prepared to eat strange 
things. I admit we aren’t good cooks 
in comparison with Americans, but we 
have got some pretty good dishes. 
May 1 stress once more, do not ac­
cept a cup of coffee no matter -how 
well meant. I promise you that you 
won’t like it.
f. A timely hint with the coronation 
planned for this summer. Do not ques­
tion the existance of the royal family 
or ask how England can support them. 
We can, we do, and we wouldn’t trade 
them for anything — not even Ameri­
can dollars.
Oh! One more thing. Feel free to 
praise anything English, from govern­
ment on down. We are always sus­
ceptible, to admiration.
Now, with all these things firmly in 
mind, and practice, we should be able 
to improve things very quickly. We 
look on Americans as our first cous­
ins, you know.
C O N V O From Page 3
Youth — Leaders of Tomorrow
Friday’s activities were marked by 
an address by Ivy Baker Priest, 
Treasurer of the United States, by ci­
tations for outstanding service to the 
State of New Hampshire, and by sym­
posia on Recreation in Living and the 
Qualty of Life.
The citations were awarded durng 
a New Hampshire Day Luncheon at 
which Governor Gregg pointed to the 
youth of the Granite State as the 
leaders of tomorrow. The Governor 
paid tribute to the University for its 
role in preparing the young people of 
New Hampshire for their day of lead­
ership.
Dr. Charles F. Phillips, president of 
Bates, on education: “ Many people 
think of education as a matter of . ac­
quiring- factual knowledge . , . Cer-. 
tainly, (it) is a goal of education, but 
it is only one goal. Equally important 
— perhaps more so — is the goal of 
developing constructive attitudes.”
An address by Dr. Lillian Gilbreth, 
made famous by the best-seller, 
"Cheaper By The Dozen” was the 
feature of the Family Day Dinner on 
Thursday. Dr. Gilbreth, along with 
Governor Fine of Pennsylvania, Gov­
ernor Gregg, and President Chandler, 
was honored by presentations from 
two honorary societies, Scabbard and 
Blade and the Arnold Air Society.
In his keynote address on Thurs­
day morning, Governor John S. Fine 
told a standing-room-only audience of 
3100 at the Field House that “ There 
can never be a ‘system’ of democratic 
education. Every one of the techniques 
developed to make students think 
alike, react alike, or feel a pressure to 
conform to standards set for them is 
a perversion of the fundamental edu­
cation task, the encouragement of in­
dividual fulfillment, and of individual 
dfferences. ”
The Pennsylvania Governor decried 
the present overcrowding of college 
facilities that made such tendencies 
apparent in American education. “ They 
will disappear as staff and plant grow 
toward adequacy — they will dis­
appear, or else they will smother de­
mocracy itself by false educational 
standards.”
PARLE Ice and Coal Co.
Office, 479 Central Avenue 
TEL. 80 DOVER, N. H.
Fuel Oils and Power Burners
PANT SALE
20 25 30  Per Cent O ff
All the Newest Styles 
Including Orion Flannel 
"The Flannels That Won't Bag"
AT 
JIM, THE TAILOR
Next to Franklin Theatre
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Monday, May 4
8:30 Sports Spot
8:45 Music from T-Hall




10:00 The Music Room
10:30 Music till Midnight
Tuesday, May 5
8:30 Navy Star Time
9:00 Music from Broadway
8:45 Student Senate on the
Air
9:30 Classical Jukebox
10:00 Campus Cavalcade of
Bands






9:45 Piano music by Mr.
Falle
10:15 The UN Story
10:00 Music till Midnight
Members of Mike and Dial held 
annual elections on Monday, April 27. 
Those elected to office for the coming 
year are Robin Page, program direct­
or; George Chadwick, production 
manager; Betty Foss, secretary; Bob 
Reis, business manager; Jean Kennett, 
membership chairman; Micki Levi, 
librian; Rod Schools, chief engineer; 
Charlie Shaw, chief announcer; Sylvia 





Flowers for all occasions j 
Corsages a Specialty I
Phone 158
10 Third Street Dover, N. H.l





CENTRAL AVENUE  
DOVER
Seniors
Have you considered the ad­
vantages of entering a Smaller 
Business?
1. Being closer to top officials.
2. Better chance to learn the entird 
business, not one phase alone.
3. Larger field for initiative.
A  successful laundry and dry cleaning 
company in Boston wishes to train a 
young man for future responsible posi­
tion in management.
If interested write your qualifications 
and state when you can call for inter­
view.
G. W . Cox, Attorney 
73 Tremont Street 
Boston 8, Mass.
W M M
648 ON TH E  D IAL
New Aviation Cadet Training Classes Begin Every Few Weeks!
UNH Students Visit Employment Outlook For 9 Grads Very Good, Says Labor Dept
N.E. Folk Festival
New Hampshire and the University 
was well represented at the Ninth 
Annual New England Folk Festival 
held in Worcester, Mass. on April 
24-25.
Dr. Howard Schultz was president 
of the Festival Association and W ill­
iam Schenck of the University toget­
her with other New Hampshire people 
in the folk dancing exhibits.
The annual festival gives the gen­
eral public a chance to view and ex­
amine traditional country handicrafts 
and to see and enjoy country folk 
dances, ballads and songs.
Some 12 New Hampshire people 
were participants in the Yankee coun­
try dance featured at the festival. Also 
to be seen were the works of several 
New Hampshire craftsmen with works 
exhibited in leather, weaving, and fur­
niture. Several of the dance callers at 
the festival were New Hampshire 
natives and one, Mr. Ralph Page of 
Keene, was master of ceremonies for 
the Saturday eveving session.
After the armed services complete 
their annual “ weeding out” process of 
drafting the inductables, an estimated 
40 per cent of the 1953 UNH grad­
uates will be free to seek a position in 
the nation’s industrial and commercial 
labor force.
Already the number o'! industrial 
representatives to come on campus 
seeking these potential graduates is 
larger than ever before in UNH his­
tory reports Donald H. Richards, di­
rector of the University Placement 
Service.
A recent bulletin received from the 
Department of Labor paints a bright 
future for employment of college grad­
uates. Seven major occupational classi­
fications are covered in the following 
survey.
Engineering: Employment oppor­
tunities are excellent with an esti­
mated 30,000 new engineers needed 
each year for several years. While 
employment opportunities have risen 
with the national defense program, 
graduate engineers have been dropping 
and will continue to drop to an all time 
low of 19,000 in 1954.
Natural Sciences: The demand for 
personnel in the natural sciences as a 
whole is expected to exceed the supply 
for several years as the defense pro­
gram continues; the need, however, 
will be most intense for workers with 
graduate training or considerable ex­
perience.
Teaching: The demand for primary 
elementary and high school teachers 
is greater than last year. Over a mill­
ion additional children will enter the 
elementary schools and add to the al­
ready swollen enrollment, but the 
teacher supply to meet this demand 
will be lower this year.
Salaries for teachers continue to in­
crease. Average wage for all class­
room teachers for 1952-53 were about 
$3,400 with 13 per cent averaging 
$4,500 or . more.
Business and Law: Those who com­
bine leadership qualities with technical 
skill wll have the best opportunity for 
selection as potential executives. In 
law, the demand is for the specialized 
graduate in One or more fields.
Men graduates are in demand for 
trainee—positions in banks leading to 
positions as department heads and 
branch managers. Women’s opportuni­
ties in banking are increasing with 45 
per cent of the teller positions and 
seven percent of the officer posts now 
open.
The demand for accountants is ex­
pected to remain high during the de­
fense mobilization period and for at 
least a year or two after. The demand 
for certified public accountants is 
strong at present and expected to rise.
We have committed the golden rule 
to memory; let us now commit it to life.
— Edwin Markham
WILL THIS SUIT FIT
HERE’S W HAT TO DO:
Take a transcript of your college credits and a copy of your birth 
certificate to your nearest Air Force Base or Recruiting Station. 
Fill out the application they give you. 
2 ,  If application is accepted, the Air Force will arrange for you to 
take a physical examination at government expense.
Where to get more details:
Visit your nearest Air Force Base or Air Force Recruiting 
Officer. Or write to: Aviation Cadet, Headquarters,
U. S. A ir Force, Washington 25, D. C.
It  t a k e s  a good, tough, serious guy to wear the gear of an Aviation Cadet. But if you can measure up, here’s 
your chance to get the finest in aviation training—training 
that equips you to fly the most modern airplanes in the 
world and prepares you for responsible executive positions, 
both in military and commercial aviation.
It won’t be easy! Training discipline for Aviation Cadets 
is rigid. You’ll work hard, study hard, play hard—especially 
for the first few weeks. But when it’s over, you’ll be a pro— 
with a career ahead of you that will take you as far as you 
want to go. You graduate as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air 
Force, with pay of $5,300.00 a year. And this is only the
Next, you will be given a written and manual aptitude test.
^  If you pass your physical and other tests, you will be scheduled 
for an Aviation Cadet training class. The Selective Service 
Act allows you a four-month deferment while waiting class 
assignment.
If you can make 
the grade, you 
can fly the 
latest, hottest, 
fanciest jobs 
in the air— 
and do it within 
one year.
beginning—your opportunities for advancement are un­
limited.
ARE YOU ELIGIBLE? To qualify as an Aviation Cadet, you 
must have completed at least two years of college. This is a 
minimum requirement—it’s best if you stay in school and 
graduate! In addition, you must be between 19 and 26H 
years, unmarried, and in good physical condition.
YOU CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN PILOT OR AIRCRAFT OBSERVER
If you choose to be an Aircraft Observer, your training will 
be in Navigation, Bombardment, Radar Operation or Air­
craft Performance Engineering.
